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Provence, Spain, Oregon, Greece & Virginia, many under $15. 
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Ten years ago you couldn’t give away rosé wine. Too 
many boomers had unhappy memories of Mateuse 
and bad, bad pink Zin, so quite understandably 
their minds were closed to anything that fell 
between red and white, color-wise. 

There had been so much pink dreck in their past 
they never got to step beyond this river of awfulness 
and experience the delights of sipping a chilled rosé 
on a warm summer evening. By the pool. 

Now the category has come roaring into fashion. I 
don’t know why the trend has taken such a hold, but 
it has. Rosé is definitely à la mode. 

Retailer Total Wine & More has seen sales soar 88% 
YTD over 2014. Melissa Devore, Total’s Vice President, Wine Buying elaborates: “Rose is one of two really 
hot trends we are seeing in the wine world right now. Nielsen reports that this category has grown 22% over 
the last 52 weeks.  At Total Wine our growth is much more significant, in the high double digits.  Customers 
are gravitating toward rosés with the light Provence style at the $10 to $15 price point although we have seen 
great success with higher retail “luxury” roses as well. We are seeing much more success with French rosés 
but the number of entrants in the markets spans all regions/styles.” 

Yes, Provence rosés are king at the moment – pale, paler and even paler – they reign supreme, and they are 
getting quite expensive too. Sometimes this is a reflection of a parallel increase in quality, sometimes not. 

There’s not much correlation between price and quality when it comes to Provence. I tasted completely 
forgettable $40 versions, and delightful $15 ones. 

This points to a downside to the surge in popularity: such has been the increase in demand that producers 
are buying up all the grapes they can find, some of them of decidedly marginal quality, and this is 
unfortunately reflected in the wine. There’s one celebrated estate whose 2012 I loved but whose 2014 is just a 
feeble imitation. Oh, the problems of success. 

I can’t see spending mega bucks on rosé, a wine that’s meant to be drunk young, enjoyed, and then forgotten, 
especially when there are so many lovely examples clocking in at under $20. Way under. 

And speaking of bargain rosé, without a doubt the best deals are to be found in Spain. There are dozens of 
them, pure inexpensive charmers. 

So print out the list below and take it to your local wine shop, and if they don’t stock any of the wines, find 
another wine shop. 
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Tarantas 2014 $11 

Utiel-Requena, Spain 

100% Bobal 

The living confirmation of my assertion that the best value in 

rosé at the moment is unquestionably in Spain. There isn’t  a 

better rosé for the money from anywhere. Dry yet fruity, 

gently and softly appealing, it’s an ideal all-purpose summer 

party-pleaser. Just don’t tell your guests how little it cost. 


